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that the Western portion of the Navajo Nation is an area to which it is particularly difficult to get water because there are no sources of ground or surface
water apart from the Colorado River. This forces most Navajo to haul their
water. Pollack asserted that because it is so hard to get water from the Colorado
River in the Grand Canyon, the Navajo should get water from Lake Powell.
Therefore, he proposed to pump water from Lake Powell above the basin, and
then pump it down into the Western Navajo area. Pollack thinks that the precedent set from the New Mexico settlement, as well as the Upper Basin Resolution from 2003, should allow this pipeline pipe dreamr to become a reality.
Tucker Allen
KEYNOTE ADDRESS
Patricia Mulroy's keynote address urged future generations of water law attorneys and policymakers to build upon the established partnerships that made
the Colorado River Basin community so effective over the past two decades.
Consistent with the theme of the conference, "Conflicts and Cooperation: The
Past, Present, and Future of Interstate Water Compacts," Mulroy emphasized
the importance of cooperation in the face of increased water challenges. She
further stressed the importance of shifting the conversation about water from a
discussion about water tights, to one about responsibilities. Throughout her
keynote address, Mulroy praised the Colorado River Basin participants for their
ability to forn partnerships and take responsibility for various challenges.
As part of her work as a Senior Fellow at the Brookings Institution and
former General Manager of the Southern Nevada Water Authority, Mulroy
discussed opportunities to assess international water disputes and consult with
international communities. With this background in mind, she noted that the
Colorado River Basin is not without disputes, but asserted that it is the most
respected and functional river community throughout the world. While the
Colorado River Basin is a positive model for other water communities, it still
faces a number of obstacles in the future.
In highlighting the Colorado River Basin's accomplishments, Mulroy attributed its strength to the partnerships that the Basin has formed. Specifically,
Mulroy said that the Colorado River Basin community derives its strength from
its compact. When looking at the compact, Mulroy said she sees a document,
which in its most basic form, is a partnership. The compact emerged when the
parties recognized that the pillar of Colorado water law, "first in time is first in
right," cannot work between seven states. As a result, the Colorado River Basin,
as a community, created a compact to forge a path for seven equal partners.
Mulroy argued that this partnership and the parties' determination to find a
solution to issues gave the compact the strength to succeed.
Moreover, Mulroy noted that this partnership created a culture of cooperation and partnership that allowed the Colorado water community to flourish
where others have failed. Mulroy noted however, that this partnership has only
emerged in the past few decades. From the 1950s through the 1980s, the compact was least successful because the parties "jockeyed" to obtain preferrence.
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However, events such as the litigation between Arizona and California, reminded all of the parties that litigation does not result in a system of winners
and losers - only losers. This lesson sunk in during the 1990s and into this
century. Since this epiphany, the Colorado River Bain community has journeyed back to achieve the underlying purpose and reasoning that helped form
the compact initially-a partnership where all seven members are equal. Mulroy
said that the seven equal partners find opportunity where others find obstacles.
In recognizing some of the obstacles facing the local water community, Mulroy pointed to two issues that have catapulted water to an issue of national importance. She cited the Flint, Michigan water crisis as one triggering event. She
argued that it was not the mistake initially made, but the fact that the water utility
did not say anything to the community that will negatively impact Colorado
River Basin conversations about water. This betrayal eroded the inherent trust
Americans have with their water providers. This loss of trust will weave itself
into urban conversations and may hinder conversations regarding water resource management.
Next, Mulroy noted that the nation currently faces the immense task of determining how to replace the infrastructure that affects the nation's ability to
conserve, manage, and transport water. Replacing the infrastructure will invariably become an additional tax burden at a time when the general public is resistant to more taxes. Mulroy believes that these two issues, among others, will
elevate the subject of water to a larger national dialogue.
While the nation's focus is shifting toward water and water scarcity, Mulroy
noted the interplay between federal law and interstate compacts that could result
in a serious strain on the ability to form partnerships. Specifically, Mulroy
pointed to three laws Congress enacted in the 1970s - the Clean Water Act
("CWA"), Safe Water Drinking Act ("SWDA"), and the Endangered Species
Act ("ESA") (collectively "Acts") - that have the potential to impact the Colorado River Basin system and efforts to cooperate between the main participants.
While the Acts successfully accomplished Congress' initial goals, Mulroy suggested that it is unclear whether the Acts are flexible or adaptable enough to
meet the needs of a changing climate.
Mulroy strongly advocated for change, whether it is in administering the
Acts or through substantive changes to the provisions of the Acts. She urged
attendees to evaluate the Acts and ensure that each has the capacity to adapt to
changing environmental and political climates. In emphasizing the importance
of flexibility, Mulroy pointed to the success of the Habitat Conservation Plan in
the lower Colorado River Basin and the Species Program in the Upper Colorado River Basin as positive examples.
Mulroy cited the California Bay Delta as one example where the parties'
apparent inability to cooperate hindered water discussions. She asserted that
this inability to cooperate - something she referred to as the "just say no" syndrome - overlaid with the CWA, SDWA, or ESA, has the potential to create
a perfect storm which will result in the Acts completely crumbling. Mulroy
predicts that an attitude of "just say no" will impact every basin where the parties
do not form a partnership.
Having provided examples of successful and unsuccessful effective partnerships, Mulroy quoted California GovernorJerry Brown's statement that he was
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going to "get shit done" as the mentality parties must adopt as society enters
tough drought cycles. For the Western water community to continue to be
successful, Mulroy emphasized that conversations need to shift from a discussion about water rights, to one about responsibilities. In the face of a changing
environmental and political climate, it will only become more difficult to have
rational conversations about tough problems. The willingness to find solutions,
in the face of daunting challenges, must serve to unite the West. While every
community has its own culture, infrastructure, and laws to administer, Mulroy
argued that future generations must cooperate to confront common problems
and avoid litigation.
Mulroy concluded her remarks by stating that her generation is handing
down a legacy of partnership to the next generation. With that legacy comes
the responsibility to continue the partnership as we confront the new, more
extreme stresses that will strain the compact over the next few decades. She
reminded the next generation of lawyers that the guiding principle, which has
permeated conversations about water in the West, is that failure is not an option. We need to find a way to cooperate to find a solution that works for all
interested parties. She strongly urged the next generation to venture outside. its
immediate communities and go see what it is like in other areas of the world, to
tell a story about our journey back to being full partners, and to start thinking
about the laws in their flexible fashion rather than a rigid manner. Failure is not
an option.
Jennifer Naj'ar

ADDRESSING COMPETING OBLIGATIONS UNDER COMPACTS
AND THE ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT
In this panel, Karen Kwon and James "Jay" Tutchton presented differing
sides of ongoing conflicts between the federal law and state water compacts concerning the Endangered Species Act ("ESA"). Kwon, from the Office of the
Colorado Attorney General, works in water compact litigation and negotiations.
She has contributed to two amicus briefs submitted to the Supreme Court of
the United States regarding state compact issues. Tutchton has been a public
interest environmental attorney for over twenty years, and he is currently a Senior Staff Attorney with the Defenders of Wildlife. Federico Cheever, an environmental law professor at the University of Denver Sturm College of Law who
has written about the ESA, moderated the panel.
First, Kwon offered her approach to this conflict. She began with a brief
recitation of the implications the ESA has among interstate relations. For instance, the ESA affects water and wildlife management between states because
endangered species recovery in one state can affect water supplies in other areas. Additionally, the ESA implicates the allocation and use of compact water.
Recovery of underwater species under the ESA often requires reserving a steady
water supply for recuperation efforts.
Then, Kwon focused on the state perspective of this competition and described several values that Coloradans hold. First, Coloradans value their environment. Conserving and promoting species promotes that way of life. Second, that quality of life requires a certain availability in water supply. Attaining

